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Norman Ackroyd – The Western Isles, Exhibition catalogue  
Eames Gallery 2016 – 
 
Norman Ackroyd:  seeking places - bleak to some but which to him are steeped in history, 
meaning and nature - whose essence is something one only discovers over a long period.  
Here he captures some of the most remote and beautiful landscapes of the British Isles.  
 
This exhibition is a work in progress: impressions of new rocks and islands alongside 
revisited lands in the Hebrides, by a uniquely gifted artist whose work inspires not only 
other artists, but musicians, poets and - dare I say it - at least one architect.  
 
Scotland has over 790 offshore islands, most of which are to be found in four main groups 
off the west coast of the mainland: the subarctic Shetland archipelago, Orkney (Arcaibh), 
the Inner and Outer Hebrides (Innse Gall)– which include the Flannan Isles (Na h-Eileanan 
Flannach) - and St Kilda (Hiort) much further out in the Atlantic. Nearly always wind-
scoured, surrounded by dangerously temperamental waters, sparsely inhabited at best, on 
many the last permanent human settlements were abandoned over a century ago.  
 
The small archipelago of St. Kilda – a UNESCO World Heritage Site - forty miles out into 
the Atlantic west-northwest of North Uist – was abandoned in the 1930s. It now belongs 
only to a few feral sheep and a million seabirds1 – seventeen or more species, including 
Gannets, Arctic and Great Skuas - that wheel and soar along the plunging cliffs and 
vertiginous sea stacks. The raucous noise and pungent smell are part of nature’s rocky, 
avian theatre and humans are the migratory visitors here. 
 
North Rona is even more isolated than St Kilda. The cries of seabirds that nest by the 
thousands there each year contrast with the ruined stone huts of long-vanished human 
occupants, testifying to the harsh conditions that overcame each isolated settlement in 
turn.   
 
This summer of 2016 Norman chose to concentrate his vision on the southern end of the 
Outer Hebrides, almost at the travel epicentre of the many excursions he has made over 
the last decades along the western shores of the British archipelago, basing himself on 
Barra (Barraigh)at Castlebay overlooking the island castle Chiosmuil of Clan McNeil.  
 
He travelled by boat to Eriskay to the north - where Bonnie Prince Charlie landed from 
France and began raising an army against the English - past Fuiay, Helisay, Gighay and the 
Stack Islands of Na Stacan Dubha (with a castle ruin), Eileanan Dubha, Eilean a’ Gheoidh, 
and Fiaray, Lingay and Fuday. 
 
After joining him we sailed from Barra towards Vatersay, past Muldoanish and on past 
Sandray, Grianamul, Lingeigh and, on another day, to land on Pabbay (Pabbaigh) - the 
hermit isle with standing Pictish stone and a breathtaking beach. On Mingulay (Miughlaigh) 
- where we succeeded in getting ashore at the second attempt, watched by seals playing 
in the folding waves that washed the shoreline – lay an abandoned village with remains of 
a school, mill, and cemetery. One day the Atlantic was calm enough for us to marvel at 
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the natural arch and seals at Flodaigh, and on Berneray (Bearnaraigh), the southernmost 
tip of the Outer Hebrides, we climbed to Robert Stevenson’s lighthouse.  
Norman researches and plans his journeys meticulously, hoping for a few good days at sea 
in a given week to complete his in situ work, for he must humbly submit to the vagaries of 
tide and weather. He travels miles over seas which can change within hours from a glass 
sea - smooth sapphire silk - to a grey maelstrom of jagged waves, spray and cloud.  In the 
light and water of the sky, in the transcendence of the unidentifiable line of the horizon 
where sky, cloud and water meet, or off shores often cloaked in veils of mist and rain 
which alternately hide and reveal the rocky specks of land, he captures the essence of a 
vast and dramatic wilderness that is hard to find in our islands - a spontaneous rather than 
literal representation, despite his acute ability to make evident the physical landscape he 
is capturing.  
 
His work is informed by his passionate interest in the traces of man’s dialogue of survival 
with these outmost fringes of the European archipelago whose geology is as complex as its 
human history. 
 
Lewisian gneiss – more than 3 billion years old - is the oldest rock in the British Isles and 
among the oldest in Europe. It was used to build the great stone circle at Callanish, on 
Lewis - erected nearly 5,000 years ago. Ruined stone huts that sheltered eighth-century 
Christian hermits, worn stones that later occupants had used to grind grain, crumbled 
ruins of fortresses subsiding back into the stone from which they had been built – all speak 
of Neolithic peoples, Celts and Vikings, then Scots and English, who fought to conquer and 
hold the remote specks of land whose complex linguistic history includes Norse, Gaelic, 
and roots which may have a pre-Celtic origin.  
 
He captures the ever-shifting, fugitive qualities of these islands that evoke their richly 
mythic quality - worlds other than the physical ones - imbued with complex human and 
geologic history, and which have inspired artists such Felix Mendelssohn and JWM Turner 
when, during the 1700’s in Britain’s increasingly urbanised, mechanised world, the 
Hebrides had become a place for inspiration and contemplation with the power of the 
sublime to transform thoughts and emotions. 
 
What Turner was to water Ackroyd is to acid: the ‘Turner of etching’. Under his hand the 
medium so often associated with precision and fine line dissolves into evanescent veils, or 
sparkling fractals of light and shadow and movement. Like Turner, Norman does not 
remain confined to his studio. For Norman this involves taking watercolours, pastels, 
graphite and wax, and occasionally, copper plate and acid (and a mirror) into the 
environment he wants to capture.  
 
A true master, so at ease in his medium that it has become second nature and an 
extension of his vision; nothing inhibits him from stretching his knowledge through 
exploration and experimentation. He relentlessly explores new ideas, techniques and the 
hues and tonality of black inks. Over the last 25 years I've witnessed at close hand his 
experiments with ink and acid and, more recently, his journeys with watercolour and oil - 
though these last always to inform his etchings, where he creates a poetry of light with 
black ink. Speaking of Venice in the 16th century, Goethe wrote in his Theory of Colours 
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(p.329, para. 843) “black was intended to remind the Venetian noblemen of republican 
equality.” The same could be said of the black habits of French revolutionaries the 
Puritans and the clergy: humble and for everyman. I know that Norman believes 
fundamentally in the democratic nature of printing as a means to access art. 
 
Watching his instinctive inventiveness over the last decade in his studio or on a boat in the 
Atlantic Ocean has given me great pleasure. It is quite magical to watch, discuss, feel and 
capture the same land or seascape with him. His notebooks are his aide memoire: 
containing both visual impressions alongside his own and others’ written thoughts – the 
writers and poets of land, people and light, such as Seamus Heaney and Douglas Dunn. 
 
It is only by attempting to re-create or capture the essence of a landscape – in words or 
art - that we begin to observe closely enough to begin to understand it.  The more time 
we spend in observation of a place, the greater our insight into the complex and subtle 
palimpsest of the landscape. Norman has spent a lifetime observing the interface between 
land and sea along the coastline of the British Isles and the depth of his understanding of 
that complex, beautiful, wild, ever-changing part of the world is second to none. 
 
I wrote more than a decade ago that Norman Ackroyd deserves to join Henry Moore, David 
Hockney and Barbara Hepworth in Yorkshire’s pantheon of truly great artists of the 20/21st 
centuries. Perhaps he would like to be recognised in his home county in a broader 
grouping of artists that include writers – the Bronte sisters, J B Priestly, Alan Bennett and 
Ted Hughes and the composer Frederick Delius, whose lyrical music could be described as 
a manifestation of the British climate. 
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